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This thesis proposes and tests a recursive, adaptive, and computationally inexpensive
method for partitioning real-number spaces. When tested for proof-of-concept on both one- and
two- dimensional classification and control problems, the Fern algorithm was found to work well in
one dimension, moderately well for two-dimensional classification, and not at all for
two-dimensional control. Testing ferns as pure discretizers - which would involve a secondary
discrete learner - have been left to future work.
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While the fern algorithm could be applied to range of engineering problems, I came to it
from a particular angle. Agents in a self-organizing system are often asked to make discrete
decisions from real-valued sensory data. Do I form a link with this agent? Do I reproduce? Should
I die? Continuous actions (How far do I move? How much should I change the strength of this
link?) are less common, and could potentially be expressed as the sum of discrete actions.
Making discrete decisions based on real-valued data requires that those real values be
discretized. How is this done intelligently? In other words, which pieces of a real-number space are
important? Note that this question is distinct from the more common question in machine
learning: How can the information in a real number be preserved discretely. Since we can safely
assume that the answer to our question will be different for each type of number space, this
question becomes: how do we arrive at a method of discretization for a given of real-number space?
Since the problem is specific, I will impose several constraints on the solution. The coding
will be performed by each agent at each time step of a simulation. With many agents in a
simulation, low computational complexity - with regards to both time and memory - is extremely
important.
Discretization is the representation of infinity with a finite set of symbols. In the interest of
simplifying decisions made based on these symbols, each symbol should have an unambigous
meaning as independent as possible from the other symbols in its set. I will further explore this
idea later in this thesis.
Although these constraints direct my solution to the specific problem I described, there is a
range of similar problems for which the fern algorithm could be useful. A classification task in
machine learning is essentially an adaptive discretization. The push to minimize the number of
symbols needed for a representation could also be compared to data-compression tasks.
Classification will serve as a proof-of-concept task for the fern algorithm, along with control.
1.2 Number Coding
The fundamental problem is that an infinity of possibilities needs to be described with a
finite number of symbols. While a perfect solution is obviously impossible, there are many useful
methods of approximation.
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The most familiar method is the decimal number system. A location on the real number
line is represented as a series of symbols, of which there are ten types. Each symbol multiplies a
power of ten (which I will call a unit), and these products sum. You can think of each of these
products as counting the number of units that fit into a given quantity after more-significant





where a and b are finite integers, base B is an arbitrary natural number, and the x’s are symbols
chosen from a finite set, the size of which is equal to B.
As an example we can try to describe the ratio of a circle’s diameter to its circumference -
pi. We could as easily choose many naturally occurring ratios, such as the ratio between the time it
takes for the earth to rotate once and the precise melting point of sodium. It is important that the
number be irrational because we are testing the limits of number systems.
pi = 3(100) + 1(10−1) + 4(10−2) + 1(10−3) + 5(10−4) + 9(10−5) = 3.14159
Here we have approximated pi with a resolution of 10−5. Because pi is irrational we can never
express it perfectly, but we can get arbitrarily close. In binary, the number system of computers,
pi = 1(21) + 1(20) + 0(2−1) + 0(2−2) + 1(2−3) + 0(2−4) = 11.0010
Using the same number of symbols, binary can represent pi with a resolution of 2−4, worse than
with decimal. Even worse is the simplest possible number system - tick marks. The resolution of 1
is abysmal.
pi = 1(1) + 1(1) + 1(1) =
But by virtue of being a unary system, tick marks do have an advantage over the first two
number systems - the meaning of each symbol does not depend on the surrounding symbols.
Where the .1 in our decimal representation could refer to the .1 in 3.1 or .104 or 892334.1, each
tick unambiguously corresponds to one interval. Figure 1 illustrates the difference between the first
tick mark and the ones’ digit in a binary number. The first number line shows the possible
meanings of the ones’ digit in binary - it changes as more-significant bits change. The second
number line contrasts this with the unambiguous meaning of the first tick mark. Coupling between
symbols greatly complicates automated decisions by making each symbol more abstract. Thus
logic programs can be greatly simplified when reasoning with unary numbers. They can assign
2
Figure 1: Meaning of symbols in a number system
actions to specific intervals - intervals they would otherwise be forced to translate from a string of
abstract symbols.
Given the advantages to a unary number system, let us see whether we can give it more
power. If we want better resolution, we can change units. The resolution of a unary system is
equal to the size of its units, so a finer representation of pi using units of 0.1 might be:
pi = 1(0.1) + 1(0.1) + 1(0.1) + ... =
Unfortunately, more resolution means many more symbols to interpret, and improving the
resolution to equal even the binary system would require an astronomically large representation.
If we want good resolution and we know something about the numbers we will represent, we
can choose the units better. If we know we want to represent angles in radians, using units of pi6
gives us excellent resolution for the most commonly-expressed angles. A drawback is that we must
now store information about the coding scheme, so we still have to represent pi6 in some way. The
improvement is that once the coding is standard, we don’t have to transmit data about it anymore.
We just have to store it. Note that a complex coding scheme can also become computationally
intensive.
The abstraction of symbols in the non-unary systems lets those systems use many different
units simultaneously for a compact expression. If we can do this with a unary system, we can
customize the representation for different kinds of numbers, thereafter expressing those numbers
compactly and with better resolution. That would mean storing information about the intervals
represented by each symbol - which should be done as compactly as possible - and encoding
quantities into the scheme - which should be done as efficiently as possible. We also need a way to
arrive at the optimal coding scheme for a given class of quantities. The Fern algorithm is designed
to solve this engineering problem.
A drawback to solving so targeted a problem - cheap adaptive discretization for control of
self-organizing agents - is that the problem defies direct comparison with existing problems in the
literature. Existing discretization algorithms exist for supervised use on databases [1]. But
although real numbers can be stored this way, their importance or significance to the control task
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is implicit and cannot be stored. The problem calls for unsupervised learning. Unsupervised
discretizers in the literature, however, act directly on the distribution of real numbers without
considering their external significance [2]. More complex machine learning algorithms like
self-organizing maps or kernel methods - although they could be adapted for discretization - are
prohibitively expensive computationally. They solve a much different problem and as such should
not serve as a benchmark in this thesis.
Since there is no specific state of the art upon which to expand, I will evaluate the Fern
algorithm in a general way as both a classifier and a static, adaptive controller. Given the
constraints on computational complexity and the fact that a fern’s learning is unsupervised, a fern
is not expected to objectively surpass, or even equal, the state of the art in classification or control.
But it is expected to be useful. I will look for evidence of improvement during training and
evaluate the fern’s efficacy in a general way.
4
2 Methods
In the methods section I will first describe the Fern algorithm and data structure before
moving on to describe proof-of-concept tests.
2.1 The Fern Algorithm
2.1.1 One-Dimensional Ferns
The heart of the algorithm is the number coding scheme. The nodes of a binary tree
represent intervals on a real-number line. Any fork (i.e. non-leaf node) is split into two child
intervals. The children are not equal; each fork is split by the golden ratio. A binary value for each
node tells whether the boundary is on the left or the right. Figure 2 below shows a simple tree and
how it relates to intervals on a real number line. Each leaf is a unary symbol.
Figure 2: How ferns relate to number lines
A tree grows downwards by splitting leaf nodes to create smaller intervals, as shown in
Figure 3. Figure 4 shows a tree growing upwards by adding a new root node above the existing
one, which becomes a normal fork. This operation lengthens the root interval and thus the range
of quantities the tree can express.
To put ferns in context with other number systems, Figure 5 shows number lines coded in
binary with varying numbers of digits. (Note again that only the most significant bit has singular
meaning.) The figure also illustrates binary coding as a tree structure for comparison with ferns.
This tree is always uniform and contains no information - it is the same for any binary number
with a given number of digits. The properties of traditional number systems shown in Figure 5 are
what make these systems so convenient for general purposes and so unsuited to decision-making
and adaptation.
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Figure 3: Growing downwards
Figure 4: Growing upwards
By storing contextual information in the tree, we are sacrificing small amounts of
computational complexity and storage space for the ability to express quantity concretely,
compactly and precisely. Each time you code a number you must traverse the tree from the root to
a leaf. The computational complexity of this task is linear with the number of symbols at worst
and logarithmic at best, since the tree is not uniform. The variable resolution improves
exponentially with depth: res = .318depth. The number of symbols - the number of leaves - need
increase only linearly with depth. If many intervals are needed, they can build on the existing tree
structure to achieve higher resolution with fewer additions to the tree.
Overall, the amount of data stored by the tree is small. Each fork stores three pointers, a
boolean value, and a floating point number. Each leaf stores only a pointer. At the tree level the
root interval must be specified, just as the units of any normal quantity must be specified. The
6
(a) One-digit binary number
(b) Two-digit binary number
Figure 5: Binary numbers as trees
main drawback to ferns is the computation needed to find the optimal tree structure. Fortunately,
the floating point boundaries at each node can be computed from the root interval and the fork
values.
A great strength of ferns is that they can be evolved with genetic operators, allowing them
to be learned without supervision. Mutations are performed by flipping a fork’s bit value
(Figure 6(a)), splitting a leaf node into a fork with two leaf children (Figure 6(b)) or changing a
fork node into a leaf, deleting its children (Figure 6(c)). If lengthening the root interval is
necessary, another mutation adds a new root node (Figure 6(d)).
Crossover is done by selecting analagous nodes in both parent trees and swapping the
subtrees defined by each node. This operation is shown in Figure 7. Topologically analagous nodes
are chosen to preserve the semantic meaning of the genotype as much as possible, but note that a
flipped fork bit anywhere above the crossover locus will change its semantic meaning when spliced.
While this serial coupling of different parts of the genotype is undesirable, it is not unusual in
genetic algorithms and should not greatly impede learning.
A fern, as the optimal solution to some problem, may or may not be unique. If supersets of
the optimal partition set are considered to be equally fit, then ferns are usually not unique. Unlike
some unsupervised learning methods (like self-organizing maps), the non-uniqueness of solutions
does not hinder the algorithm [3]. In fact, the existence of multiple optima aids the genetic
algorithm by providing many paths to an optimal solution. Non-combinatorial optimizers would
find it difficult to choose between multiple valid choices at each iteration, but expanding the set of
good solutions as a subset of all solutions magnifies the probability that one of these good
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(a) Flipping a fork bit (b) Splitting a leaf
(c) Merging a subtree into a leaf (d) Adding a new root
Figure 6: Mutations
Figure 7: Crossover
solutions will be found.
2.1.2 Symbol Binning
There is a hole in the fern algorithm as described so far. As the resolution increases the
number of symbols still increases. It would be nice to adapt boundaries of arbitrary precision
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without increasing the number of symbols needed for expression. It would also be nice to be able to
choose how many symbols the tree will use, so that different ferns may be interpreted equivalently.
This can be done by assigning a symbol from a discrete set to each leaf node. Two versions
of this extension are possible, depending on whether genetic crossover needs to be perfomed. The
first, more general method is shown in Figure 8(a). Each leaf points to one bin, with no
restrictions. To achieve this each leaf can simply store the index of a bin. An extra mutation
operator is needed to evolve this field; it simply randomizes the bin index of a leaf.
This change makes fern act more like a classifier than a number system, which is not
necessarily bad for decision-making purposes. It also extends fern to be useful in other
unsupervised learning tasks. Nevertheless, some engineers may want number-like behavior from
the fern, thus a second version of binning shown in Figure 8(b). This version requires that
consecutive leaves point to either the same bin or consecutive bins. The bin indicies must also
increase as you move from the left of the tree to the right.
(a) Unconstrained binning (b) Consecutive binning
Figure 8: Binning schemes
The major drawback of the second method is that it makes genetic crossover semantically
ambiguous. If the binning scheme for two trees was different there would be no way to reconcile
conflicts between the two in general, although it may be possible in specific cases. Figure 9
illustrates an example of an irreconcilable crossover operator. The bin indicies are too dependent
on the rest of the tree for context. Evolution may still be possible using only mutation. It may
even help to focus mutations to occur only near the transitions between bins, allowing fewer
non-productive mutations.
I should note that although fewer symbols are needed with either binning scheme, neither
necessarily shrinks the tree. Any tradeoffs between resolution and storage space or resolution and
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Figure 9: Irreconcilable semantics in genetic crossover
computational complexity remain.
Whether binning is desirable or not depends mostly on the use a fern is put to. If the fern is
simply a preprocessor for a more complex algorithm like a decision tree, binning actually limits the
more complex algorithm by constraining its choices. Only standalone ferns are used in this thesis,
so all the tests will use binning.
2.1.3 Two-Dimensional Ferns
Sets of numbers which are properly considered together are common in engineering. Almost
any set of coordinates fits the bill, as does the state vector of a dynamic system. Since the sets
tend to have underlying structure that is not separated orthogonally, considering all the numbers
together can save computation and illuminate patterns that may not be visible otherwise.
Two changes to the fern algorithm extend it to multiple dimensions. Nodes now represent
an area, volume, or higher-dimensional space rather than a one-dimensional interval. Each fork
still splits its subspace in two golden proportions, but now each fork must specify which dimension
it considers for the split. Splitting along a combination of dimensions fails to preserve the shape of
each interval, and splitting both dimensions simultaneously is wasteful. Figure 10 gives an example
tree in two dimensions. For evolution, a new mutation operator is needed to adapt the dimension
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parameter in each fork.
Figure 10: Fern discretization in two dimensions
The second change regards the binning extension. Since specifying a linear order for bins no
longer makes sense in a higher-dimensional space, ferns lose consecutive binning as an option. The
change pushes the fern to act more like a classifier than a number system. Where a
one-dimensional fern could be viewed or used either way, expressing multiple real quantities as one
discrete quantity makes it difficult to directly compare two symbols. We would need a way to
detect borders between differently-binned regions to even start, followed by analysis of the discrete
space’s concavity and monotonicity.
2.2 Testing
I chose the tests described herein to prove the concept of a fern and to explore its
properties. By testing performance in both classification and control, I separate aspects of the
fern’s growth from issues arising from control evaluation. Agent control is the goal, but
classification serves as a useful experimental control because evaluation is less expensive and
guaranteed to test the entire real-number space.
In also chose both one- and two-dimensional tests for both classification and control. The
fern algorithm will be much less useful if it succumbs too easily to the curse of dimensionality.
Conducting all four tests allows us to distinguish differences in performance along both
dimensional and task-type lines.
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In these proof-of-concept tests, it is important that the problem and its optimal solution be
fully known. Since the tests are virtual, classified data exists in the testing program. This fact
does not make the fern’s learning supervised, because the everything outside the genetic algorithm
is still a black box. For clarity, Figure 11(a) depicts a normal genetic algorithm and Figure 11(b)
depicts the tests reported in this thesis. In Figure 11(b), note the lack of a genotype; a fern’s
genotype is the same as its phenotype.
(a) A normal genetic algorithm
(b) Proof-of-concept tests for Fern
Figure 11: Information flow during learning
2.2.1 Classification Tasks
To test a fern’s ability to distinguish between different intervals on a real-number line, I will
associate a large set of random numbers each with one of two different labels. The numbers will be
drawn from a Gaussian distribution. The fern’s task will be to identify as many points as possible
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with the correct label (each label is paired with a bin index) after genetic evolution.
The second, two-dimensional classification test will be to approximate a nonlinear
discriminant function that bisects a plane. The real numbers in the training set will be normally






These tests are not exhaustive, but should serve as a proof of concept. I should stress here
that ferns are not meant to compete with any form of supervised learning, which will outperform
unsupervised learning in general. Although we as users know the correct labels for all the training
points in this test, we will not have this knowledge when ferns are used as intended. Full knowledge
is needed in this test to objectively evaluate the fern algorithm and its evolutionary performance.
The fern algorithm is not even meant to compete directly with other forms of unsupervised
learning. Unlike many machine learning algorithms - which tend to be designed for monolithic
decision-making - ferns are designed for distributed, dynamic decision-making. Designed properly,
it should be possible to store many ferns at the same time and query them rapidly. While more
complicated learning algorithms may outperform the fern algorithm for accuracy, I hope to show
that ferns are a viable method when computational and storage complexity are taken into account.
Neuroevolution may be efficacious, but performing it in each agent of a distributed system would
be computationally ridiculous. In addition to the agents themselves, the simulation may include a
dynamic environment, slowing the simulation further. If dynamic decision-making is needed, the
fern may be only a part of the decision process for each agent, which in turn is only a small part of
the entire simulation. The fern algorithm is designed for a niche problem, and comparing it to
methods designed for other problems means little.
That is not to say that the fern algorithm cannot be evaluated. Since the solution to this
classification is known, ferns can be evaluated objectively. The evolution should be judged by the
improvements in fitness between the initial and final populations and by the general quality of its
solutions. A significant increase in fitness over the course of evolution will indicate success.
2.2.2 Control Tasks
Proof of concept calls for two simple discrete control tasks. I will use velocity control for the
one-dimensional test and the attitude control of a satellite for the two-dimensional one. The
13
Figure 12: Optimal phase portrait
dynamics of a velocity-controlled mass are given in Equation 2, and the satellite’s dynamics are
governed by Equation 3.






The control actions are discrete - full forward, full reverse and off. For each simulation I will
give the system a random initial condition and expect it to converge to the setpoint v = 0 or θ = 0,
h = 0 as quickly as possible. The solution for optimal settling time is trivial for the velocity
controller. For the satellite, it is known to be the piecewise parabolic path in Equation 4 [4].
Astute readers will note the similarity between this equation and the discriminant function in the
Classification subsection (Equation 1). This should allow us to objectively compare the
performance of ferns in control tasks versus classification. Figure 12 shows a phase portrait of the





The satellite will use a two-dimensional fern to code angle and angular velocity into three
bins representing the possible control actions. I will evolve the fern by testing each generation on n
simulations. The initial conditions will be random, but the same simulations will be used on each
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individual in a given generation. Fitness will be EoptE , where E is the total sum squared error over
all three simulations and Eopt is the same quantity associated with the known optimal solution. φ







All simulations were run with the Dormand-Prince method (a 4th-order variable-step
Runge-Kutta solver with 5th order error estimation). Rootfinding was implemented with a simple
bisection method. The simulations were very fast when run individually, but the genetic algorithm
would run around 25,000 simulations per evolution, taking up to an hour on a six-core 3.2GHz
CPU.
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3 Results and Discussion
3.1 One-Dimensional Tests
The first and simplest proof-of-concept test requires a genetically evolved fern to
successfully sort 1000 numbers drawn from a Gaussian distribution (mean = 0.0, σ = 1.0) into two
classes. The two classes are separated by a hard boundary at 1.0, and training data was randomly
generated for each of 500 generations. The end result was a maximum fitness ∼= 960, where fitness
is simply the number of points classified correctly. Figure 13(a) shows a fitness history; for each
generation the green ’+’ is the maximum fitness, the blue ’x’ is the median, and the red dot is the
minimum. Figure 13(b) shows a number line over the interval [−3, 3], color-coded for class.
(a) Fitness history
(b) Best fern produced
Figure 13: One-dimensional classification
The Fern algorithm passes the test of 1D classification. The second 1D test consisted of a
simple velocity control seeking to maintain a v = 0. The control force was chosen from the set
{−0.5N, 0N, 0.5N} at each time step. Candidate solutions were evaluated by simulating them from
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a spread of initial conditions and summing the error integrals. Each fitness was defined as the ratio
of the best-possible sum of integrals to the candidate’s sum of integrals: fitness = EoptE . The
spread of initial conditions - v0 = {−15m/s,−7m/s, 7m/s, 15m/s} - was chosen to give good
coverage of the phase space. The results are shown in Figure 14. In Figure 14(b), green translates
to positive force, red to negative force, and blue to zero force.
(a) Fitness history
(b) Best fern produced
Figure 14: One-dimensional control
As expected, the fern generally pushes forward when velocity is negative and backward
when velocity is positive, leaving a neutral space in the middle. While the best ferns only managed
to come within 40% of the optimal solution, they did manage to stabilize the system. While the
results would be unacceptable in a car’s cruise control, they are enough to be useful for the agents
in a multi-agent system. Evolving the fern for longer would likely refine the partitioning, especially
to narrow the neutral interval around zero, the extra computational expense does not fit with the
problem scenario. In such a scenario only rough solutions may be needed, and computational
efficiency is critical enough to abrogate more complex methods of unsupervised learning.
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Interestingly, evaluating genetic candidates with randomly generated initial conditions does
not work. The fitness history in Figure 15 speaks of the algorithm’s inability to select reliably good
solutions, even with an elitist policy that automatically saves the best candidate from each
generation (this policy is used in all the genetic algorithms in this thesis). The variance in
maximum fitness between generations indicates that luck supersedes control ability, which could
only happen if there was great variance in the subset of the phase space evaluated. The
simulations upon which fitness is based usually do not cover the whole phase space. Depending on
how much of the state space is represented in each evaluation (and with what weight), a fern’s
performance will be more or less correlated with previous performances. If this correlation drops
below a certain point, then the fitness function loses its ability to tell good solutions from bad,
which is what happened in Figure 15. Note that in Figure 14, I selected initial conditions to
uniformly cover nontrivial parts of the phase space. This problem - that simulation-based
evaluation cannot see the entire phase space - will become more pronounced in two dimensions.
Figure 15: One-dimensional control with randomized evaluation
Over the course of these tests, I tweaked the relative probabilities of different types of
mutation to produce better results [5]. The probabilities in question are the likelihoods that:
• a leaf is chosen over a fork (.85)
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• a leaf chooses to split rather than change its bin index (.15)
• a fork chooses to merge into a leaf rather than flip its bit (.1)
I also adjusted the overall mutation rate (.4) and crossover rate (.2). Value mutations should
dominate structural mutations so that selection can hone existing structures before building new
ones. The relatively low crossover rate also helps keep the fern structure from changing so rapidly
it cannot keep up with parameter adjustments. Once a structure exists and is standardized, the
most promising mutations are those that change the bin indicies of leaves, so the chance of
mutating a leaf over a fork is accordingly high. This high chance of leaf over fork mutation also
helps preserve structure, since merging a fork destroys the entire subtree below it.
The ability to prune whole subtrees is too important to remove altogether, though. All
leaves have an equal chance of mutating, but not all leaves cover the same amount of real space.
Consequently, stringing together a few leaf splits can disproportionately direct mutations to a
relatively small area of real space. If that small area is important or detailed, then this targeting of
mutations is good. But if the string of mutations were purely coincidental, that overdeveloped
subtree can slow the rest of the tree’s development, and it should be pruned. Balancing creative
and destructive mutations is important for fern evolution.
3.2 Two-Dimensional Tests
Both two-dimensional tests are designed with identical optimal solutions. This discriminant
function is graphed in Figure 16. The area above the function is associated with one class (negative
thrust in the satellite model) and the area below is associated with another (positive thrust). The
figure is scaled so as to be comparable to later figures illustrating sets of fern partitions.
The classification test managed just over a 90% success rate. This result is acceptable, but
the final ferns were irregular. Figure 17 illustrates how the ferns were unable to generate partitions
qualitatively similar to the discriminant function in Figure 16 (these figures are scaled all
identically for comparison). Part of the problem may be the curse of dimensionality; to achieve the
same point density as the 1D case, each test would involve n = 106 points. Not only is this
computationally expensive; it is also unreasonable to assume that a user of the Fern algorithm
would have on hand a database that large. To test the effect of point density, I evolved ferns with
n = 103, n = 104 and n = 105. The larger-scale tests failed to provide an improvement, indicating
that point density alone does not account for the poor performance. The variance in maximum
fitness seems to support this thought as well, since severely undersampling the real space would
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Figure 16: Discriminant function for both 2D tests
lead to evaluation problems similar to the ones in Figure 15.
Another possible stumbling block relates to the entropy in the Fern algorithm. In one
dimension, the number of possible forking structures increases with depth by 2d. In two
dimensions, that increases to 4d. Given that only a limited set of configurations are close to the
optimal, a two dimensional fern has many more possibilities to sort through. To make things
worse, approximating a boundary point in 1D requires the fern structure to include one well-placed
fork at the bottom of the tree. Approximating a boundary line in 2D, on the other hand, requires
many well-placed forks all along the boundary. Not only is the space of possibilities for the tree
larger, good solutions are also more specific.
The satellite (2D) control test failed to produce a convergent controller. While the
algorithm managed to avoid asymptotically divergent solutions, it was unable to converge on the
setpoint. The best strategy it could evolve, as shown in Figure 18, involved assigning a no-thrust
action to large swaths of the space. While the fern did not make the satellite less stable than it
would have been on its own, the fern did not improve stability.
Our experience with the 1D control case may inform our interpretation of the satellite’s
behavior. Recall that in that case, randomly-generated initial conditions like the ones used in the
satellite case led to a huge variance in fitness evaluations, which prevented intelligent selection.
Since the possible space of initial conditions is much larger, we might expect to see similar
problems here, but we do not. While the variance in fitness is large, it does not lead the maximum
fitness into a debilitating random walk. In fact, the entropy-related problems from the 2D
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classification test seem to be a more likely culprit. The fern’s boundaries and trajectory do not
even remotely resemble the optimal control mode in Figure 12.
Since the optimal ferns for both 2D tests would be the same, the control task provides
another means of evaluating the result of the 2D classification task. If the fern from the 2D
classification produced a convergent phase trajectory in simulation, we could conclude that the
undersampling associated with evaluation-by-simulation prevents the evolution of a convergent
controller. Unfortunately, the classifier fared no better in simulation than the controller did
(Figure 20). This observation points back to the increase in entropy with dimensionality as the
primary difficulty in 2D control.
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(a) Fitness history, n=100,000 (b) Best fern produced, n=100,000
(c) Fitness history, n=10,000 (d) Best fern produced, n=10,000
(e) Fitness history, n=1,000 (f) Best fern produced, n=1,000
Figure 17: Two-dimensional classification
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(a) Fitness history (b) Best fern produced
Figure 18: Two-dimensional control
Figure 19: Trajectory of fern-controlled satellite
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Figure 20: Trajectory of classifier-controlled satellite
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4 Conclusions and Future Work
The one-dimensional tests were both successful, proving the concept for ferns presented in
the Methods. Although all the tests could have been formulated as supervised learning, the
one-dimensional tests both succeeded as unsupervised genetic algorithms, which indicates the
algorithm is fit for unsupervised univariate learning. Practical applications may be few, however,
because the Fern algorithm (as currently formulated and tested) succumbs quickly to the curse of
dimensionality.
Ferns were originally imagined as a method for evolving intelligent one-dimensional
discretizations; the two-dimensional version used here is an adaptation, one of several possible
extensions. The failure of one does not guarantee the failure of others. It may be possible to
alleviate the curse of dimensionality by changing the way the fern represents multiple dimensions.
The most promising possibility could change the relationship between the number of nodes and the
resolution by cutting along all dimensions simultaneously, as shown in Figure 21. This way, the
resolution increases with the number of nodes at the same rate regardless of dimensionality.
Limiting the number of nodes could prevent mutations from being diluted as the fern grows.
Unfortunately, the entropy of the structure would not change, as that is a consequence of the
problem rather than the solution. Any discretization scheme is subject to loss of data density and
an increase in entropy as dimensionality increases.
Figure 21: Another possible structure for a multidimensional fern
It may not be necessary to develop multidimensional ferns. This thesis only presents tests of
the Fern algorithm as a standalone method, which requires binning. If ferns were used as a
preprocessor for another discrete learner - in which case binning would not be required - then it
may be reasonable to use several one-dimensional ferns in parallel rather than one fern to discretize
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along all dimensions. Because this thesis is only scoped to test the Fern algorithm as a standalone,
I did not run any tests that prove or disprove the possibility of coevolving several one-dimensional
ferns. That must be left for future work.
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